YOUTH WILL

YOUTH WILL accept right among the wrongs
YOUTH WILL make rules and follow them too
YOUTH WILL be brave when they will face fear
YOUTH WILL give light when they will find dark
YOUTH WILL provide them food who are hungry
YOUTH WILL assign tasks to remove the poverty
YOUTH WILL give them suggestion who will need it
YOUTH WILL complete vision when they will have it
YOUTH WILL help them who will face any difficulty
YOUTH WILL open mystery when they will realize it
YOUTH WILL be strong when they will make decision
YOUTH WILL take opportunity when they will catch it
YOUTH WILL overcome struggle when they will face it
YOUTH WILL touch the success when they will grasp it
YOUTH WILL delete superstition when they will notice it
YOUTH WILL make friend when they will discover enemies
YOUTH WILL be rational when they will notice irrationality
YOUTH WILL gift happiness when they will get unhappiness
YOUTH WILL sacrifice them for the development of others
YOUTH WILL provide knowledge when they will find ignorance
YOUTH WILL find out solution when they will face any problem
YOUTH WILL meet challenges when they will face tough situation
YOUTH WILL make a better world where there is no crime and violence
YOUTH WILL gift us a peaceful life where we will sing the song of peace
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